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Do bear attacks touch people in the far-back recesses of their psyches? Reach latent ancestral

memories of cave days when humans were potential prey? Indeed, there are those who say their

nightmares involved bears before they ever saw one, either in the flesh or in the movies.

Unfortunately, these nightmares all too often come true. People perform almost superhuman feats in

their fight to survive bear attacks. Jim Marriott, for instance, was attacked andmauled by a grizzly

while carving out a moose head. When playing dead didnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t work, he slammed his skinning

knife into the attackerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s neck. The surprised bear backed off only to charge again, cut his

tongue trying to bite at the knife, and got the knife sunk into thesame place. By the third charge,

Marriott was on his feet despite chewed buttocks and damaged legs. This time the bear left with the

knife still sticking in his neck. Ã¢â‚¬Å“In bear attacks, the human survival instinct is

extraordinary,Ã¢â‚¬Â• says a doctor who sees the terrible punishment victims of bear attacks live

through. Ã¢â‚¬Å“And equally amazing are the heroics and seemingly superhuman efforts of those

around the victims.Ã¢â‚¬Â•BEAR ATTACKS OF THE CENTURY gathers together these stories of

courage,chronicling the most horrific encounters between bears and people. With expert advice on

avoiding attacks and information that may help both species leave an encounter unscathed, this

book is required reading for hikers, hunters, campers, or anyone visiting bear country, and those

who want to learn more about these sometimes deadly but always fascinating animals.
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Unflinching accounts of human and ursine encounters.Do bear attacks touch people in the far-back



recesses of their psyches? Reach latent ancestral memories of cave days when humans were

potential prey? Indeed, there are those who say their nightmares involved bears before they ever

saw one, either in the flesh or in the movies. Unfortunately, these nightmares all too often come

true. People perform almost superhuman feats in their fight to survive bear attacks. Jim Mariotte, for

instance, was attacked and mauled by a grizzly while carving out a moose head. When playing

dead didn't work, he slammed his skinning knife into the attacker's neck. The surprised bear backed

off only to charge again, cut his tongue trying to bite at the knife, and got the knife sunk into the

same place. By the third charge, Mariotte was on his feet despite chewed buttocks and damaged

legs. This time the bear left with the knife still sticking in his neck. "In bear attacks, the human

survival instinct is extraordinary," says a doctor who sees the terrible punishment victims of bear

attacks live through. "And equally amazing are the heroics and seemingly superhuman efforts of

those around the victims."Bear Attacks of the Century gathers together these stories of courage,

chronicling the most horrific encounters between bears and people. With expert advice on avoiding

attacks and information that may help both species leave an encounter unscathed, this book is

required reading for hikers, hunters, campers, or anyone visiting bear country, and those who want

to learn more about these sometimes deadly but always fascinating animals.

Larry Mueller, hunting dog editor at Outdoor Life, has written numerous articles, as well as Speed

Train Your Own Retriever. Marguerite Reiss is an outdoor writer who has contributed to

ReaderÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Digest, Outdoor Life, and Guideposts.

Larry Mueller authors this and other historically factual books and articles, neither pulling punches

nor embellishing the facts. Hikers, hunters, and the like find themselves in dangerous situations in

bear country, which in most of these stories, they have been able to rise to the challenge and

survive. The book was featured on the March 2015 show, "In An Instant", and Johan Otter, who was

featured in that show with his daughter, Jenna, gave this book credit for some of the survival

methods he employed in their near death hiking experience. They turned a corner, encountered a

mother bear with her two cubs, and were viciously attacked.Mueller is known for his excellent,

accurate narrations, easy-to-read yet interesting vernacular, and accurate stories of real life

experiences. Bear Attacks Of The Century - a spell binding, difficult-to-put-down book, is certainly

not for the faint of heart. Mueller, who grew up during a time when hunting was a way of life and

sustenance, is also very respective of and an avid protector of wildlife. He is an excellent author and

well known for bringing adventures to life and vibrancy with accuracy.If you like this book, surely you



will like, "Extreme Outdoor Adventures, Who Survives and Why!"

This book is a great read for those who travel in bear country or are simply interested in the topic.

The destruction that these creatures are capable of within a small period of time is brought to light

by the author by way of the accounts of the victims. It leaves the reader with a healthy respect for

bears (if they didn't have it already),and a true understanding of the recent history of human and

bear interaction.

I am hard pressed to imagine a more gruesome, horrifying fate than a bear attack. Such are these

explicit stories of true bear encounters; however, they are also stories of unyeilding courage and

determination to survive against the odds. The latter portion of this book examines various

scenarios, and provides knowledgable solutions for survival when in bear territory. I found this book

incredibly fascinating!!

if you like high adventure stories read this book, you'll never walk the same in the woods looking

over your shoulder for sure.

Scary!

Very interesting! A wake up call for people who get their knowledge by going to the zoo!!Very

exciting true stories of bear attacks, one story tells of a man that fought the beast with a Buck Knife!!

Good book to read if you're ever thinking about venturing out in the backcountry of Alaska. Just

intersting read about how unpredidictable the big bears are.

Very informative and described many habits and signs to watch out for if your in the woods.

Unfortunately it also describes some pretty gruesome bear attacks and how the people miraculously

survived some of these brutal attacks.
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